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Abstract 
In this paper, the 1' -completions of an L-ordered set are introduced and characterized, which generalizes the 1' -completions of 
a crisp partial ordered set. Then the relationship between 1' -completions and formal L-contexts over an L-ordered set is 
discussed. In particular, it is shown that 1' -completions of an L-ordered set are one-to-one correspondence with some formal L-
contexts consisting of an L-closure system of upper L-subsets of the L-ordered set, an L-closure system of lower L-subsets of the 
L-ordered set, and an L-relation between these two systems.  
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1. Introduction 
The partial order is an important mathematical structure and is useful in many areas. Because of its usefulness, 
many people have endeavored to extend basic notions in order theory to the many valued setting. In 1971, 
Zadeh17proposed the concepts of fuzzy orders (or L-orders). Then the L-orders have been studied extensively and 
many results on this topic have been obtained (see, e.g.3,4,6,10,11,12,14,15,16,17,18,19,20). 
The theory of concept lattice (formal concept analysis), being a branch in the theory of lattices, is a hierarchical 
structure of concept as analysis of data, which is in the form of a table describing a relationship between objects and 
attributes. With the rapid development of knowledge engineering, it has become an important object for the study of 
arti¿cial intelligence subjects. But in many applications, most of information is vague and complex, the traditional 
formal concept analysis is difficult to express the fuzzy and uncertain information. To solve this problem, a nature 
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idea, developed in fuzzy logic2, is to use fuzzy relation instead of crisp relation. Inspired by this, formal L-context 
and fuzzy concept lattice are proposed by BƟlohlávek2,3.  
It is well known, in the theory of lattices5,8, completions of partial ordered sets are always closely linked with the 
formal contexts. For example, the Dedekind-MacNeille completion of a partial ordered set ( , )X d is exactly the 
concept lattice of the formal context ( , , )X X d ; the 1' -completions of a partial ordered set are in one-to-one 
correspondence with certain formal contexts consisting of an closure system of upper subsets of the partial ordered 
set, an closure system of lower subsets of the partial ordered set, and a relation between these two systems7. In the 
framework of L-orders, Wagner11 constructed an enriched version of the Dedekind-MacNeille completion for an : -
category. BƟlohlávek2,3 used fuzzy concept lattices to describe the Dedekind-MacNeille completion of an L-ordered 
set. When :  is a complete residuated lattice, the two versions of Dedekind-MacNeille completion for an L-ordered 
set agree with each other. On the other hand, Xieet al.14 also constructed the Dedekind-MacNeille completion of an 
L-ordered set and showed that it is L-order isomorphic to that in11 when :  is a frame. Wang and Zhao12 constructed 
the join-completions of L-ordered sets. Motivated by the study of completions of L-ordered sets and formal L-
contexts, this paper is devoted to studying 1' -completions of L-ordered sets and its relationship with formal L-
contexts.  
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we list some notions and results in2,3,6,10,16,18,19,20. In Section 3, we 
build and characterize the 1' -completions of an L-ordered set. In Section 4, we describe the 1' -completions of an 
L-ordered set by formal L-contexts. Finally, some conclusions are presented in Section 5.  
2. Preliminaries 
Throughout this paper, L always denotes a complete residuated lattice13. Let Xbe a set. XL denotes the set of all L-
subsets of X, i.e., the set of all mappings from X to L. Obviously, XL is a complete lattice under the pointwise order. 
For A X , AF  denotes the characteristic function of A. 
2.1. L-ordered sets 
Definition 2.1 (BƟlohlávek2,3, Fan6 and Zhang and Fan18) An L-ordered setis a pair ( , )X e  such that X isaset and 
:e X X Lu o  is a mapping, called an L-order, that satis¿es for all , ,x y z X ,  
1. ( , ) 1e x x   (reÀexivity);  
2. ( , ) ( , ) ( , )e x y e y z e x z d  (transitivity);  
3. ( , ) ( , ) 1e x y e y x  implies x y  (antisymmetry).  
Dual to the logical correspondence in9, let ( , )X e  be a fuzzy poset, ,x y X , ,a b L , { | }ip i I  a family of 
elements of L, and XA L . Then:  
( , ) [ ], ( ) [ ],1 [ ], ( ) [ ]e x y x y A x x A True a b a b d      & , 
[ ], [ : . ], [ : . ], ( ) [ ]i i i ii I i Ia b a b p i I p p i I p a b a b o       d     . 
Definition 2.2 (Zhang and Fan18) Let ( , )X e  be an L-ordered set and XA L . An element 0x X  is called a join 
(resp., meet) of A, in symbols 0x =A (resp., 0x =A), if  
1. for all x X , 0( ) ( , )A x e x xd  (resp., 0( ) ( , )A x e x xd ),  
2. for all y X , 0( ) ( , ) ( , )x X A x e x y e x y o d  (resp., 0( ) ( , ) ( , )x X A x e y x e y x o d ).  
Proposition 2.3 (BƟlohlávek2,3 and Xie et al.14) Let ( , )X e  be an L-ordered set. Then  
1. 0x =A 0( ) ( , ) ( , )x X A x e x y e x y o    for all y X ;  
2. 0x =A 0( ) ( , ) ( , )x X A x e y x e y x o    for all y X .  
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Let ( , )X e  be an L-ordered set and x X . De¿ne two mappings , :x x X LL P o  by ( ) ( , ),x y e y xL  
( ) ( , )x y e x yP  for all y X . Obviously, we have  xL = x xP   for all x X . XA L is called an upper L-subset 
(resp., a lower L-subset) of X if ( ) ( , ) ( )A x e x y A y d  (resp., ( ) ( , ) ( )A x e y x A y d ) for all ,x y X . Then for all 
x X , xL is a lower L-subset and xP  is an upper L-subset, and we call xL  a principal lower L-subset and xP  a 
principal upper L-subset. Let Upp(X), Low(X) denote, respectively, the collection of all upper L-subsets of X, the 
collection of all lower L-subsets of X. By restricting the L-order Xsub , it is easy to check that both (Upp(X), Xsub  ) 
and (Low(X), Xsub  ) are all L-ordered sets.  
Definition 2.4 (BƟlohlávek2,3, Lai and Zhang10 and Zhang et al.20) An L-ordered set ( , )X e  is called a complete 
L-lattice ifA and A exist for all XA L  .  
Let ( , )XX e , ( , )YY e be L-ordered sets and :f X Yo  be an ordinary mapping. One can de¿ne the forward fuzzy 
powerset operators , : X Yf f L Lo o o
18 as follows: 
( )( ) ( ) ( , ( )), ( )( ) ( ) ( ( ), )Y Yx X x Xf A y A x e y f x f A y A x e f x y
o o
 
 o  o   
for all XA L  and all y Y . 
Definition 2.5 (BƟlohlávek2,3 and Xie et al.14) Let ( , )XX e , ( , )YY e  be L-ordered sets. A mapping :f X Yo is 
called join-preserving (resp., meet-preserving) if it satis¿esf( A)=fĺ(A) (resp., f( A)=fĺ(A) ) for all XA L . 
Definition 2.6 (Lai and Zhang10 and Yao and Lu15) Let ( , )XX e , ( , )YY e  be two L-ordered sets and 
: ( , ) ( , )X Yf X e Y eo , : ( , ) ( , )Y Xg Y e X eo be two L-order preserving mappings. The pair (f, g) is called an L-
adjunction between X and Y provided that ( ( ), ) ( , ( ))Y Xe f x y e x g y for all x X  and all y Y  , where f is called 
the left adjoint of g and dually g the right adjointof f.  
Definition 2.7 (BƟlohlávek1,2) An L-closure operator on a set X is a mapping C : LXĺLX satisfying  
(FC1) AC(A) for all ALX; 
(FC2) subX (A, B) subX(C(A),C(B)) for all A, BLX ;  
(FC3) C(A)= C(C(A)) for all ALX .  
Proposition 2.8 (BƟlohlávek1,2 and Yao and Lu15) Let (f, g)  be an L-adjunction between LX and LY . Then gƕf is 
an L-closure operator on X.  
2.2 Formal L-contexts  
Definition 2.9 (BƟlohlávek2,3,4) A formal L-context is a triple (X, Y, R)where R is an L-relation between the sets X 
and Y. The elements of X and Y are called objects and attributes respectively, the degree R(x, y) being interpreted as 
the truth degree of which the object xX has the attribute yY . 
Definition 2.10 (BƟlohlávek2,3,4]) Let (X, Y, R) be a formal L-context. For ALX and BLY, let AĹLY and BĻLX 
be defined by ( ) ( ) ( , ),
x X
A y A x R x y y Yn

 o   and ( ) ( ) ( , ), .
y Y
B x B y R x y x Xp

 o    
Described verbally, AĹ is the L-subset of all attributes common to all objects from A and BĻ is the L-subset of all 
objects sharing all attributes from B.  
Lemma 2.11 (BƟlohlávek2,3,4) Let (X, Y, R) be a formal L-context, A, A1,A2LXand B, B1, B2LY. Then , 
(1) AAĹĻ,BBĻĹ; 
(2) subX (A1,A2) subY (A2Ĺ,A1Ĺ), subY(B1,B2)subX (B2Ļ,B1Ļ); 
(3) A=AĹĻ,Ĺ, B=BĻĹĻ 
It is easy to check that the two operators satisfy, for ALX and BLY, subY (AĹ; B) = subX (A; BĻ). So the pair (Ĺ;Ļ) 
is an L-adjunction between (LX; subX) and (LY; subY). Then the L-adjunction closed subsets of X and of Y are, 
respectively,(X, Y, R)={ ALX|A=AĹĻ}={ BĻ|BLY},(X, Y, R)Ĺ={BLY|B=BĻĹ}={AĹ|ALX}. Obviously, ((X, Y, 
R), subX ) and ((X, Y, R)Ĺ,subY) are complete L-lattices. 
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Lemma 2.12 (Xie et al.14) Let (X, Y, R)  be a formal L-context. For all xX and yY , define  Ȅ: Xĺ(X, Y, R) 
and ڷ : Yĺ(X, Y, R) by { } { }( ) , ( )x yx yF F
np p;  b  .Then Im(Ȅ) and Im(ڷ) are join- and meet-dense in (X, Y, R) 
respectively. 
3. 1' -completions of an L-ordered set  
In this section, based on join-and meet-completions, we introduce the 1' -completion, which is closely linked 
with the Dedekind-MacNeille completion of an L-ordered set. 
Definition 3.1 (Xie et al.14) Let (X, e) be an L-ordered set and Y X. Y is said to be join-dense (resp., meet-dense) 
in X if for each xX there is an L-subset A of Y such that x=iĺ(A) (resp., x =iĺ(A)), where i : YĺX is the 
inclusion mapping. 
Proposition 3.2 (Wang and Zhao12) Let (X, e) be an L-ordered set and YX. Then 
(1) Y is join-dense in X iffx = iĺ(Țx|Y)for all xX; 
(2) Y is meet-dense in Xiffx = iĺ(ȝx|Y) for all xX. 
Let ( , )XX e be an L-ordered set. If ( , )YY e is an L-ordered set and Į: XĺY is an L-order embedding, then we say 
that ( , )YY e  is an extension of ( , )XX e , denoted ( ( , )YY e ,ĮX ). A completion of ( , )XX e  is an extension ( ( , )YY e , 
ĮX )of  ( , )XX e  such that ( , )YY e  is a complete L-lattice. In order to lighten the notation we will generally identify 
( , )XX e  with ( Į(X), Ye ) so that Į is the inclusion map, and thus we will denote an extension (or a completion)  
( ( , )YY e , ĮX ) of ( , )XX e  by ( , )YY e  or just Y if there is no ambiguity. 
Definition 3.3 Let ( , )XX e  be an L-ordered set. If ( ( , )YY e , ĮX ) is an exten-sion of ( , )XX e  and Į(X) is join-
dense (resp., meet-dense) in Y , then we say that ( ( , )YY e , ĮX )  is a join-extension (resp., meet-extension) of 
( , )XX e . 
Definition 3.4 Let ( , )XX e  be an L-ordered set. If ( ( , )YY e , ĮX ) is a join-extension (resp., meet-extension) of 
( , )XX e  and ( , )YY e  is a complete L-lattice, then we say that ( ( , )YY e , ĮX )  is a join-completion (resp., meet-
completion) of ( , )XX e . 
Remark 1 The de¿nition of join-completion (resp., meet-completion) of an L-ordered set agrees with that in 12.  
Definition 3.5 Let ( , )YY e  be a complete L-lattice and ( , )XX e  be an L-ordered set.  
(1) ( , )YY e is called a 1-completion of ( , )XX e  if there exists a meet-extension ( , )ZZ e  of ( , )XX e  such that 
( , )YY e  is a join-complete of ( , )ZZ e .  
(2) ( , )YY e is called a ɉ1-completion of ( , )XX e  if there exists a join-extension ( , )ZZ e  of ( , )XX e  such that ( , )YY e  
is a meet-complete of ( , )ZZ e .  
(3) ( , )YY e is called a ǻ1-completion of ( , )XX e if ( , )YY e  is both a 1- and a ɉ1-completion of ( , )XX e .  
Remark 2 For L = 2, the above notions coincide with the notions of a crisp poset.  
By literature3 and14, we know that the Dedekind-MacNeille completion of an L-ordered set is exactly the L-
adjunction closed sets of an L-adjunction. Inspired by this, the following L-adjunctions are considered.  
Let Y be a completion of an L-ordered set (X, e), then the following two pairs fundamental associated operators: 
: Upp(X)ĺYop,F iĺ(F) and μ: YopĺUpp(X), x μx|X ;: Low(X)ĺY,I iĺ(I) and Ț: YĺLow(X), x Țx|X ;  
are indeed L-adjunctions and so μƕ and Țƕ are L-closure operators by Proposition 2.8.  
The L-adjunction closed sets of the ¿rstL-adjunction are:  
 Y={FUpp(X)|μ(iĺ(F))=F}={FUpp(X)|  xY,μx|X=F},(Y)={yY|(μy|X)=y}={yY| 
FUpp(X),iĺ(F)=y}. 
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Moreover, it is clear that  Y is an L-closure system on X and μxא Y for all xאX. The corresponding notation for 
the second L-adjunction is Y and (Y) respectively.  
Proposition 3.6 A completion Y of the L-ordered set  (X, e) is a join-completion (resp., meet-completion) if and 
only if Y =(Y) (resp., Y = (Y)) and that, for any completion Y , the extension (Y) (resp., (Y)) of (X, e) is a join-
completion (resp., meet-completion) of (X, e).  
Proof.Obviously. 
By the above proposition, we have that a completion Y of an L-ordered set (X, e) is the Dedekind-MacNeille 
completion if and only if Y = (Y)=(Y).  
Remark 3 It is clear that Y  Y is a correspondence between meet-completions of (X, e) and L-closure systems 
on (X, e) that contain the principal upper L-subsets. For convenience, we will call a collection   of upper L-subsets 
of (X, e) standard provided μxאF for all xאX, and dually for systems of lower L-subsets. Thus the meet-completions 
of an L-ordered set (X, e) are in one-to-one correspondence with the standard L-closure systems of upper L-subsets 
of (X, e) and join-completions are one-to-one correspondence with the standard L-closure systems of lower L-
subsets of  (X, e).  
Lemma 3.7 Let Y be a completion of the L-ordered set (X, e). Then  
(1) (Y)䴔(Y) is join-dense in Y if and only if (Y) is join-dense in Y .  
(2) (Y)䴔(Y) is meet-dense in Y if and only if (Y) is meet-dense in Y .  
Proposition 3.8  Let(X, e) be an L-ordered set. A completion Yof  (X, e)  is a 1' -completion of (X, e) if and only 
if Y is the Dedekind-MacNeille completion of the L-ordered set (Y)׫(Y).  
Corollary 3.9  Let(X, e) be an L-ordered set and Y be a 1' -completion of (X, e) . Then (Y) is a meet-completion 
of (X, e) and corresponds to the standard L-closure system YF  of upper L-subsets of (X, e) . Dually, (Y) is a join-
completion of X and corresponds to the standard L-closure system YI  of lower L-subsets of X.  
4.  The relationships between 1' -completions and formal L-contexts  
According to a fundamental result of BƟlohlávek [3, Theorem 16], for any L-ordered set (X, e), (X, X, e) is a 
formal L-context and ( ( , , )X X eG , subX)=(DML(X),subX), which means that for any L-ordered set (X, e), the 
Dedekind-MacNeille completion (DML(X),subX) corresponds to the formal L-context (X, X, e). Next, we main 
discuss the relationship between 1' -completions and formal L-contexts over an L-ordered set.  
Firstly, we explore how to construct an L-ordered set from a formal L-context (X, Y, R). The speci¿c steps are as 
follows:  
Step 1. Take the disjoint union X Yâ of X and Y and equip it with the pre-L-order X Ye â  of the L-order on 
Im( ) Im( ); b  (inherited from (X, Y, R)) along the map ; bâ , i.e., 1 2 1 2( , ) ( ( ), ( ))X Y Xe z z sub z z ; b ; bâ â â  for 
all 1 2,z z X Y â , thus obtaining a pre-L-ordered set ( , )X YX Y e ââ .  
Step 2.Let opX Y X YE e e â â , then it is easy to check E is an L-equivalence relation.  
Step 3. For all z X Y â , we de¿ne an L-ordered subset Ez of X Yâ  as follows: ( ) ( , )zE z E z zc c  for all 
z X Yc â  
Step 4. Let /X Y Eâ  be the set {Ez| z X Y â }, i.e., /X Y Eâ = {Ez | z X Y â }, and de¿ne an L-order 
/X Y Ee â  on X Yâ  as follows: 1 2/ 1 2( , ) ( , )X Y E z z X Ye E E e z z â â  for all 1 2,z z X Y â . Then ( /X Y Eâ , /X Y Ee â ) is an 
L-ordered set and it is easy to check that ( /X Y Eâ , /X Y Ee â ) # ( Im( ) Im( ); b , subX ).  
According to the above description, the following results about the pre-Lordered set ( , )X YX Y e ââ  are obtained. 
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Proposition 4.1 Let (X, Y, R) be a formal L-context. Then the following conditions hold.  
(1) 1 2 2 1( , ) ( , ) ( , )X Y y Ye z z R z y R z y oâ for all 1 2,z z X ;  
(2) 1 2 1 2( , ) ( , ) ( , )X Y x Xe z z R x z R x z oâ for all 1 2,z z Y  ;  
(3) 1 2 1 2( , ) ( , )X Ye z z R z z â for all 1z X  and all 2z Y  ;  
(4) 1 2 1 2( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )X Y x X y Ye z z R x z R z y R x y   oâ for all 1z Y  and all 2z X .  
Proof. (1) For 1 2,z z X , it follows that 
1 2
1 2
1 2 1 2 1 2 { } { }
{ } { }
1 2
( , ) ( ( ), ( )) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )
( ( ( ) ( , )) ( , )) ( ( ( ) ( , )) ( , ))
( ( , ) ( , )) ( ( ,
X Y X z zx X x X
z zx X y Y x X y Y x X
x X y Y y Y
e z z sub z z z x z x x x
x R x y R x y x R x y R x y
R z y R x y R z
F F
F F
np np
 
c c cc    
c  
 ; ;  ; o ;  o
c c cc cc c c o o o o o
 o o
 
 
 
â
1 2 2 1
) ( , ))
( ( , ) ( , )) ( ( , ) ( , )) ( , ) ( , ).
x X y Y y Y y Y
y R x y
R z y R x y R z y R x y R z y R z y
c c   
c co
c c c c o o o  o 
 
(2) For 1 2,z z Y , it follows that  
1 21 2 1 2 1 2 { } { } 1 2
( , ) ( ( ), ( )) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( , ) ( , ).X Y X z zx X x X x Xe z z sub z z z x z x x x R x z R x zF F
p p
  
 b b  b o b  o  o  â  
 (3) For 1z X and 2z Y  , it follows that  
1 21 2 1 2 1 2 { } { } 1 2
( , ) ( ( ), ( )) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( , ).X Y X z zx X x Xe z z sub z z z x z x x x R z zF F
np p
 
 ; b  ; o b  o   â  
 (4) For 1z Y and 2z X , it follows that  
1 21 2 1 2 1 2 { } { }
1 2 1 2 1 2
( , ) ( ( ), ( )) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )
( , ) ( ( , ) ( , )) ( , ) ( ( , ) ( , )) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )
X Y X z zx X x X
x X y Y x X y Y x X y Y
e z z sub z z z x z x x x
R x z R z y R x y R x z R z y R x y R x z R z y R x y
F Fp np
 
     
 b ;  b o ;  o
 o o  o o   o
 
   
â
Based on Proposition 4.1, we can obtain the following result.  
Theorem 4.2 Let (X, Y, R) be a formal L-context. Then ((X, X, e), subX) is the unique (up to isomorphism) 
complete L-lattice equipped with mappings : ( , , )X X Y R; oG and : ( , , )Y X Y Rb oG such that the following 
conditions hold:  
(1) For all x X  and all y Y , ( ( ), ( )) ( , )Xsub x y R x y; b  ;  
(2) Im( ); is join-dense in ( , , )X Y RG ;  
(3) Im( )b is meet-dense in ( , , )X Y RG .  
Proof.Obviously, ( , , )X Y RG  with ;  and b satis¿es the three conditions of the theorem. So we only need to 
show the uniqueness. Suppose that (Z, eZ ) is a complete L-lattice equipped with maps : X Z; o  and :Y Zb o
satisfying (1)-(3) with ( , , )X Y RG  replaced by Z. Consider the map  ; bâ : X Yâ ĺ Im( ) Im( ); b . It is now 
straightforward to show that for every 1 2,z z X Y â , 1 2 1 2( , ) ( ( ), ( ))X Y Ze z z sub z z ; b ; bâ â â .  
For example, for 1 2,z z X , we have 
1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( ( ), ( )) ( ( ), ( )) ( ( ), ( )) ( ( ), ( )).X Y Z Z Z Zy Y y Ye z z R z y R z y e z y e z y e z z e z z  o  ; b o ; b  ; ;  ; b ; b â â â
Then it follows that  ( /X Y Eâ , /X Y Ee â ) # ( Im( ) Im( ); b , subX ), which implies that ( ( , , )X Y RG , subX ) is 
isomorphic to Z since they are the Dedekind-MacNeille completions of isomorphic L-ordered sets.  
Corollary 4.3 Let (X, e) be an L-ordered set. A completion Y of (X, e) is a 1' -completion if and only if Y is 
(isomorphic to) the L-lattice of L-adjunction closed sets of the formal L-context ( ( ), ( ), )Y Y R uF IF I (where R uF I
denotes the L-order of Y restricted to uF I .  
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Proof. Suppose Y is a 1' -completion of(X, e). The inclusion maps of ( )YF and ( )YI  into Y satisfy the conditions 
of the above theorem for the formal L-context ( ( ), ( ), )Y Y R uF IF I , where ( , ) ( , )R x y e x yu  F I  for ( )x YF  and 
( )y Y I . Thus, ( ( ), ( ), )Y Y Y R u# G F IF I . 
For the converse, a completion of the form ( ( ), ( ), )Y Y R uF IF IG  is clearly a 1' -completion since (X, e) is join-
dense in ( )YI and meet-dense in ( )YF and their images in ( ( ), ( ), )Y Y R uF IF IG  are meet-and join-dense respectively. 
Proposition 4.4 Let (X, e) be an L-ordered set. There is a one-to-one correspondence between 1' -completions of 
(X, e) and formal L-contexts (K, O, R), where  
(1) K is a meet-completion of X;  (2) O is a join-completion of X;  
(3) theL-relation R K O u satis¿es the following four conditions:  
(Pol 1) for all p X  and all x K , ( , ) ( , )Ke x p R x p ;  
(Pol 2) for all p X  and all y O , ( , ) ( , )Oe p y R p y ;  
(Pol 3) for all ,x x Kc and all y O , ( , ) ( , ) ( , )Ke x x R x y R x yc  d ;  
(Pol 4) for all x K  and all ,y y Oc , ( , ) ( , ) ( , )OR x y e y y R x yc c d .  
Proof. Given a 1' -completion Y of (X, e), we let K= ( )YF , O= ( )YI , and |Y K OR e u . Then it is clear that all the 
required properties hold and that ( , , )Y K O R# .  
Conversely, given an formal L-context (K, O, R) satisfying the conditions (1)-(3) above, we let ( , , )Y K O R G . It 
suffices to show that ( ) ( ) Kp p p;  b  p  for all p X , that ( )Y K#F  via : K Y; o , that ( )Y O#I  via 
: O Yb o  , and that |Y K OR e u . In fact, for all p X , it is easy to check that ( ) ( ) Kp p p;  b  p . Let ,x x Kc . 
Then, by property (Pol 3), it follows that ( , ) ( , ) ( , )K y Oe x x R x y R x yc cd o . On the other hand, since X O , y O
and by property (Pol 1), ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ).K K Ky O p X p XR x y R x y R x p R x p e x p e x p e x x  c c c co d o  o    
Thus, we have  
( , ) ( , ) ( , ( ( ), ) ( ( ), ) ( ( ), ( ))K Y Y Yy O y Oe x x R x y R x y e x y e x y e x x c c c c o  ; o ;  ; ;  . 
This shows that K embeds in Y . We now show that ( ) ( )K Y;  F . Let ( )z K; . Then ( ) ( )( | )X z Xz i P
o
;  ; ó , 
since ( )X;  is meet-dense in ( )K; ). Thus, for all z Yc  , it follows that  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )
( ( ( | )))( ) ( , ) ( ( | ))( ) ( , ) ( | )( ) ( , )
( | )( ) ( | , ) ( | )( ) ( ( , ) ( , ))
K X z X Y X z X Y z X Yu Y v K w X
z X Y z K z X Y Yw X w X w K
w
i i u e z u i v e z v w e z w
w e w w e w z e w w
P P P
P L P
o o o
;  ;  ; ;  ; ; ; ;
c; ; ; c; ; ;
c
c c co  o  o
c c c o  o o
 
  
  

ò
( )( ) ( ) ( )
( , ) ( ( | )( ) ( , )) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ),Y z X Y Y Y YK w X w Ke w z w e w w e w z e w z e z zP ; c; ; ;c c c c c c co o  o   
 
which implies that ( ) ( ) ( )( ( | ))K X z Xz i i P
o o
;  ;  ; ó . Hence, we have ( ) ( )K Y;  F . Conversely, it is obvious. Similarly, 
we can show that O embeds in C and that ( ) ( )K Yb  I . Since in ( , , )K O RG , it is always true that ( ) ( )|Y Y YR e u F I , 
we also get that |Y K OR e u .  
Since standard L-closure systems F of upper L-subsets of X are in one-to-one correspondence with meet-
completions of X, and standard L-closure systems I  of lower L-subsets of X are in one-to-one correspondence with 
join-completions of X, we obtain the following result, which make it clear that 1' -completions are built from the 
original L-ordered set (X, e).  
Theorem 4.5  Let (X, e) be an L-ordered set. There is a one-to-one correspondence between 1' -completions of 
(X, e) and formal L-contexts ( , , )RF I , where  
(1) F  is a standard L-closure system of upper L-subsets of  X; 
(2) I is a standard L-closure system of lower L-subsets of X;  
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(3) the L-relation  uR F I satis¿es the following four conditions:  
(Pol1) for all x X  and all F F , ( ) ( , )xF x R F L );  
(Pol2) for all x X  and all I  I , ( ) ( , )xI x R IP ;  
(Pol3) for all ,F F cF  and all I  I , ( , ) ( , ) ( , )Xsub F F R F I R F Ic c d ;  
(Pol4) for all F F  and all ,I I c I , ( , ) ( , ) ( , )XR F I sub I I R F Ic c  d .  
5. Conclusion  
Based on the join-and meet-completions, we introduced the notion of 1' -completion of an L-ordered set, which 
generalizes the 1' -completions of a partial ordered set. Moreover, we showed that each 1' -completion of an L-
ordered set can be seen as the Dedekind-MacNeille completion of an extension that is the union of a join-completion 
and a meet-completion of the original L-ordered set. As a result of our study, it follows that all 1' -completions of an 
L-ordered set can be characterized by formal L-contexts consisting of an L-closure system of upper L-subsets of the 
L-ordered set, an L-closure system of lower L-subsets of the L-ordered set, and an L-relation between these two 
systems. 
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